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Abstract

The Q-depth relation in the earth's mantle has been estimated for long-period P
waves from two deep-focus and three intermediate earthquakes. The amplitude spec-
trums of the first P waves from 114 seismograms at recording stations in the distance
range between 15 and 103 degrees, have been corrected for the crustal structure
and the instrument and used to measure the effects of attenuation over the whole
mantle. Probable Q models are presented on the basis of the spectral amplitude ratios
between these stations. The low Q between 120 and 280 in the upper mantle shows
a rapid increase at depths around 900km to several thousands or greater in the lower
mantle, and there is an apparent drop of Q near the base of the mantle. The frequency
dependence of the spectral ratios against epicentral distance over about 80 degrees
differs for the deep-focus and intermediate earthquakes, suggesting the possible dif-
fraction effects due to the core.

§1. Introduction

The attenuation of seismic energy in the

earth, which can be specified by the specific

dissipation factor Q, may be closely related

to the internal composition, state and tempera-

ture field of the mantle. A number of studies

have been made by various methods to evalu-

ate Q of seismic waves for different frequen-

cies, but it is only recent that attempts have

been focused to estimate the intrinsic Q

distribution with depth over almost the whole

mantle.

A method has been developed for this purpose

on the basis of a theory and observations for

the attenuation of surface waves and the decay

of the free oscillations of the earth (ANDERSON

and ARCHAMBEAU, 1964; ANDERSON et al., 1965).

The second approach was made by the use of

spectral amplitude ratios of body waves at

many stations, correlating their variations

with epicentral distance (TENG, 1966). Another

approach was based on the observed results

that the peak of the amplitude spectrum

of P waves moves towards longer period
side with the increase in epicentral distance

(KURITA, 1966). (This paper will be referred
to as paper I.)

All of these methods reduce to an inverse

problem for determining a Q-depth relation
from observations at the earth's surface.

Surface waves are more sensitive to the Q
distribution in the upper mantle than that in

the deeper portion, while body waves provide
an average Q along a ray path. More direct

evidence on the dissipative properties over

the whole mantle should therefore be obtained
from body wave observations at successively

increased epicentral distances than by the
surface wave method, if the effects of source,

crustal structure and instrument could be
removed by proper techniques.

The method employed in the present study

is essentially the same as the second one.
Data from 2 deep-focus and 3 intermediate

earthquakes are analyzed concurrently, which
make possible to extract more reliable infor-
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mation on the Q structure particularly for the

lower mantle, by superposing results from

different earthquakes with nearly the same

focal depths.

Some effects appropriate to recording

stations are reduced by taking differences

in the logarithmic amplitude ratios between

different frequencies. A step is introduced

to estimate the general features of the Q

distribution from an experimental relation

between apparent Q's and epicentral dis-

tances. Theoretical dependences of the ampli-

tude ratios on distance expected from

possible Q structures are then computed and

compared with observations. The average Q

values along the vertical paths in the upper

and lower mantle, which have been determined

from previous studies using multiply reflected

core phases, are also taken into our consider-

ation as constraints imposed upon the estimates

of possible Q-depth relations. In relation to

the evaluation of Q for the deeper mantle, the

diffraction of P waves around the core is

discussed in some detail.

§2. Method of Analysis

The Fourier amplitude spectrum A(ω) of P

waves that should be observed at any record-

ing station may be written in the form,

(1)

where we assume that the waves are radiated

from the source to all directions with the

same spectral structure. The above symbols

are,

a; spatial amplitude factor relating to

the focal mechanism

D; divergence factor for the effect of

geometrical spreading

S(ω); source spectrum

Cm(ω); crust-mantle response around the

source

C(ω); crustal response for the recording

station

I(ω); instrumental response

k(ω,s); attenuation coefficient along a ray

ω; circular frequency

s; ray element

k(ω,s) is assumed to be a linear function of

frequency within the frequency range under

consideration, and is related to k(ω,s)=

ω/2Q(γ)υ(γ), where Q(γ), the specific dissipa-

tion factor, and υ(γ), the velocity, both being

a function of the distance γ from the center

of the earth. The integration in eq. (1) is

taken from the source to station and may be

rewritten as

(2)

T is the travel time, and Q the average
dissipation along the ray now considered. If

we take the ratio of the amplitude spectrum
at any station (j) to that at a reference

station (s), we have,

(3)

or

(4)

where

n being the number of stations. The common

source effect S(ω) has thus been removed

from our considerations, and the difference

in Cm(ω) may be neglected because of small

difference of the take-off angles at the focus.

Expressions similar to eqs. (3) and (4) have

been derived by TENG (1966), and used to

estimate the effects of attenuation from the

dependence of the left-hand side on wave

frequency. It is noticed, however, that the

dependence is likely to be rather sensitive to

station effects such as uncertainties of local

crustal structure, instrumental responses,

and other factors not explicitly given in (1).

To reduce these effects to a minimum

extent, we take the difference between eq. (4)

for any frequency subscripted with k and

that for a standard frequency ω0,
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(5)

The left-hand side F may be obtained from

observations with known crustal and instru-

mental responses without any knowledge about

the source and geometrical spreading. The

gradient F/(ωk-ω0) may be determined by the

least squares, fitting data to a straight line

through the origin for any station pairs.

Now we define the determined gradient to be

dF/dω, then we obtain,

(6)

For a number of observations from an earth-

quake, we have the corresponding number of

dF/dω as a function of epicentral distance or

of travel time. Once a functional form f(Δ)

for dF/dω was determined from the empirical

relation, the average Q may be expressed in

term of epicentral distance,

Q=T(Δ)/[Ts/Qs-2f(Δ)] (7)

This relation will give some ideas of the

general trend of the Q structure.

The next step is to derive an intrinsic Q

distribution with depth over the whole mantle.

T/Q in eq. (2) can also be written by

(8)

(8')

and

η=γ/υ(γ), p=ηsinid=dT/dΔ, ζ=ηdυ/dγ,

where id is the take-off angle at the focus.

A procedure for obtaining the solution of the

integral equation similar to (8) has been

presented recently by SATO and ESPINOSA

(1967a). There would be some problems to

be solved, however, before a direct applica-

tion of the technique to our case, in view of

scattering of dF/dω values. The present

method is to compute many sets of theoretical

curves for the right-hand side of expression

(6), by performing numerical integrations

through eq. (8') for a given velocity profile

and the possible Q structures estimated before,

and to compare with the empirical values. If a

specific theoretical curve is found to match

the experimental values, the corresponding Q

structure would be inferred as most probable.

§3. Data Analysis

(1) Data

Table 1 lists all the earthquakes used in

this study, together with necessary infor-

mation referred to in later discussions. Data

analyzed are the long-period seismograms

recorded at the world-wide standardized

station network (WWSSN) operated by the

USCGS. Information of the stations pertinent

to all the earthquakes, including the epicentral

distances, azimuths, and emergent angles, are

summarized in Table 2 at the end of this

paper. Fig. 1 shows the fault-plane solution

on a Wulf net projection for the first P waves

recorded during earthquake No. 1. Stations in

Table 1. Information of the earthquakes used for the present study.
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Fig. 2. P waveforms reproduced from the vertical component seismograms and their corrected

amplitude spectrums A(ω), for earthquake No. 1 (h=583km, M=6.2).
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Fig. 2.

the compression zone (open circles) are omitted

from later analysis, since there might be some
distortion of the spectrum in relation to the

focal mechanism, and those in the distances

shorter than 14 degrees are also excluded

Fig. 1. Fault-plane solution for earthquake No. 1.

because of unsimilarity of their waveforms.

The P waveforms on the vertical component

record are shown in the order of increasing
epicentral distances on the left side of Figs.
2 and 3, for earthquakes No. 1 and 3 respec-

tively.

(2) Spectral analysis of P waves
Since earthquakes No. 1 and 2 are of deep-

focus, the direct P waves are well isolated

from later arrivals. Only conspicuous later

phase is PcP, which accesses by 40sec to
the P waves at an epicentral distance of 60

degrees and overlaps on them at about 85
degrees. In the case of the intermidate earth-

quakes No. 3, 4 and 5, a sharp pP phase arrives
about 25 to 30sec after the first P waves

over all the distances. Fig. 4 shows the
time differences between various later phases

and the first P waves for focal depths of

120km and 583km, corresponding to earth-

quakes No. 3 and 1 respectively. Although
PcP should arrive closely to the direct P
waves for distances greater than about 70

degrees, according to Fig. 4, the phase is not
clearly recorded in the former earthquakes.
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Fig. 3. P waveforms reproduced from the vertical component seismograms and their corrected

amplitude spectrums A(ω), for earthquake No. 3 (h=120km, M=6.8).
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Fig. 4. Time differences between the first P waves

and various later phases.

To avoid the effects of contamination by later

phases, the signal tail of P waves has been

truncated before the arrival TL of the closest

later phase. The time length taken on each

seismogram is given in Table 2. The signals

were digitized at about 0.7sec interval.

A time window, which is of the same type

described in paper I, was also applied to

reduce the distortion of the resulted spectrum

introduced by the truncation. The time

window, D(t)=1-(t/Tm)n for 0〓t〓Tm, and

otherwise D(t)=0, is again illustrated in Fig.

5 for the cases of n=20 and ∞, together with

the corresponding spectral window. Tm was

chosen for all the stations as about 40sec for

the deep-focus earthquakes and about 28sec

for the intermediate earthquakes. The ampli-

tude spectrum A(ω) of the windowed signals

was then computed by the conventional

Fourier transform technique.

Fig. 5. Data window used for the present analysis

and the corresponding spectral window.

(3) Instrumental and crustal responses

The instrumental response I(ω) of the long-

period seismograph-galvanometer system

used at the WWSSN is shown in Fig. 6. Two

amplitude response curves have been calcu-

lated for two different systems having free-

periods of seismograph of 15sec for most of

the stations and of 30sec for some other

stations, with a galvanometer period of 100

sec, both being critically damped. The peak

magnification ranges from 375 to 3000.

Fig. 6. Calculated amplitude response of the long-

period seismograph system for the WWSSN.

The effects of crustal layering beneath a

recording station can be expressed by the

crustal transfer function. The amplitude

response C(ω) for some typical crustal models

has been given in paper I, where no great

differences are found in the frequency range

from 0.03 to 0.13c/s with which we are

concerned. For this reason, Haskell's uni-

layered model was consequently applied as a

first approximation to all the stations, to

compensate only the difference in the response

for different incident angles to the Moho-

discontinuity.

(4) Corrected amplitude spectrums and their

ratios

The amplitude spectrums Aj(ω), which have

been corrected for the instrumental and

crustal responses described above, are pre-

sented on the right side of Figs. 2 and 3 for

earthquakes No. 1 and 3, in comparison

with the recorded waveforms. The time

length of analysis limits the lower side of

the frequency range to be investigated, while
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the higher side is limited by microseismic noise

and the uncertainty of local underground

structure. For further discussion, therefore,

we confine ourselves to use the amplitude

spectrum in the range from 0.03 to 0.13c/s

(33 to 7.7sec). It may be seen in the figure

that the general pattern of the corrected

spectrum shows a gradual transition with the

increase in epicentral distance, although there

are small spectral undulations that may

probably be due to uncertainty of crustal

structures, deviations from the symmetry of

focal mechanism and various noises.

Computations follow for obtaining the ratio

of the amplitude spectrums between two

stations, and hence the difference of loga-

rithmic amplitude ratios, F, which is defined

in eq. (5). Stations indicated in Table 1 and

a frequency around 0.04c/s were used as

references. The computed values of F have

been smoothed by applying a moving average

with a width of O.024c/s, to detect the general

trend of their variation against frequency.

The least squares yielded (dF/dω)j on the left

side of (6), from the slope of a straight line

fitted to the plots of smoothed F.

(5) Dependence of dF/dω on epicentral distance

dF/dω values obtained for all the stations

are plotted in Fig. 7 against epicentral dis-

tances with respect to a reference station

LPA (Δ=28:5) for earthquake No. 1. Solid

circles give the results from the windowed

(n=20) signals, while open circles show the

corresponding values to which a data window

has not been applied. The probable errors of

these points determined from least squares

range from 0.02 to 0.10sec. If we assign a

standard frequency to 0.08c/s instead of 0.04

c/s, these points move to an order of 0.1sec.

The maximum variations due to these reasons

are estimated not to exceed 0.3sec. Similar

diagram has been obtained with a reference

at OXF (Δ=46:6), but the computed values

displace only by less than 0.1sec, so that

their trend does not differ from the former

case. A few points deviating to the upper

side in Fig. 7 may be those subjected to spectral

contaminations by PcP or microseisms, and

will be omitted from later discussions.

It can be seen that there is an upward-

warping trend in the plotted points, although

they scatter in a rather wide range. If the

Fig. 7. dF/dω against epicentral distance for earthquake No. 1. Broken lines indicate the relation

for constant dissipation models.
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dissipation of seismic energy was constant

over the whole mantle, eq. (6) would reduce to

(dF/dω)j=-(Tj-Ts)/2Q0(Qj=Qs≡Q0),　 so　that

the relation should be represented by a

straight line with a negative slope on the

dF/dω ～T　 diagram.　 In　Fig.　7,　the　 correspond-

ing　 curves　 are　 drawn　 for　 reference　 sake　 for

three assumed values of Q0. A comparison

of the above trend with the assumed curves

suggests that the real earth may be far　from

a　constant　 dissipation　 model.

§4.　 Evaluation　 of　 the　Q　 distribution　 in　the

Mantle

Since it has been found that the general

dependence　 of　dF/dω　 on　 epicentral　 distance

is　 not　 much　 affected　 by　 the　 choice　 of　 a

reference station, we may be allowed to

superpose　 the　 results　 from　 different　 earth-

quakes　 with　 almost　 the　 same　 focal　 depth,　 as

far as the reference is assigned to nearly

equal　 epicentral　 distances.　 Fig.　 8　 shows

the　 results　 computed　 from　 2　 deep-focus

earthquakes No. 1 and 2, while those from 3

intermediate earthquakes No. 3, 4 and 5 are

grouped into Fig. 9. All of the computed

values　 are　 from　 the　 analysis　 of　 windowed

signals,　 and　 their　 probable　 variations　 are　 of

the same order of magnitude as estimated in

the foregoing section. It is noticed that each

of　 the　 earthquakes　 gives　 a　similar　 pattern

for dF/dω, and that the distance dependence

shows　 appreciable　 difference　 between　 the

deep-focus and intermediate earthquake

groups,　 for　 great　 distances.　 The　 difference

will　 be　 discussed　 in　the　 last　section.　 Dotted

lines in the figures are drawn tentatively,

by　 taking　 average　 of　 the　 computed　 values

over　 every　 10　degrees　 of　distance　 and　 smooth-

ing the averages.

Before a direct comparion of the experi-

mental　 curve　 with　 theoretical　 prediction　 for

a　Q　 structure,　 an　 estimate　 is　 made　 for　 the

general　 trend　 of　 possible　 Q-depth　 relations.

The　 experimental　 curve　 has　 been　 transformed

by eq. (7) into the relations between T/Q or

Q and epicentral distance, as illustrated in

Figs.　 10　and　 11　respectively,　 assuming　 Qs　 to

be　 from　 150　to　250.　 These　 assumptions　 may

be　 justified　 for　 reference　 stations　 around　 28

degrees,　 from　 the　 notion　 of　low　 Q　 models　 for

the upper mantle,　 which have been suggested

by　 recent　 studies.　 The　 rapid　 increase　 of　Q

with incresing epicentral distance up to about

80 degrees strongly suggests that the intrinsic

Q　 value　 also　 increases　 with　 depth　 down　 to

the lower mantle. It may also be inferred

from the figures that Q in the upper mantle

is still lower than that assumed above. For

distances greater than 80 degrees, Q drops

rapidly.　 This　 corresponds　 to　the　 decrease　 of

dF/dω　 values,　 towards　 the　 great　 distances.

If the reason for this is attributed only to the

attenuation, intrinsic Q would take very low

values　 near　 the　 base　 of　the　 lower　 mantle.

It is to be noted that the present method

of　using　 dF/dω　 values　 does　 not　 yield　 a　unique

solution　 for　 the　 Q　 structure　 but　 only　 its

relative　 distribution.　 It　therefore　 requires　 a

boundary condition or an appropriate assump-

tion of an absolute Q at a depth, to determine

the　 intrinsic　 Q　 distribution　 in　 the　 mantle.

Reliable　 Q　values　 for　shear　 waves　 in　the　upper

mantle appear to have been obtained mainly

from　 surface　 wave　 studies　 by　 ANDERSON　 et　al.

(1965),　 but　 the　 corresponding　 ones　 for　 longi-

tudinal　 waves　 do　not　 yet,　 although　 they　 found

that　 a　 relation　 Qα/Qβ=2.25　 seems　 to　fit　the

experimental　 attenuation　 of　Love　 and　 Rayleigh

waves.

For this reason, we adopted the models of

ANDERSON and ARCHAMBEAU (1964), ANDERSON

et al. (1965), and of TENG (1966), irrespective

of　the　 type　 of　waves,　 as　starting　 Q　values　 for

the　 upper　 mantle　 in　our　 study.　 About　 30　Q

models　 have　 been　 constructed　 on　 the　 basis　 of

the　 general　 trend　 as　 inferred　 from　 Q-Δ

relations　 in　 Figs.　 10　 and　 11,　 together　 with

variations　 of　 the　 adopted　 Q's　 in　the　 upper

mantle.　 Theoretical　 dependence　 of　 dF/dω

with epicentral distance was then computed

through　 eqs.　 (8')　and　 (6)　 from　 each　 of　 the

models　 with　 the　 Jeffreys-Bullen　 velocity

profile,　 and　 compared　 with　 the　 experimental

relation　 in　the　 two　 earthquake　 groups.　 There

seems to be a consistency between the theo-

retical　 and　 experimental　 relations　 in　 both

the　 groups　 for　Models　 5,　10,　11　and　 14,　as　may
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Fig. 8. dF/dω against epicentral distance for deep-focus earthquakes Nos. 1 and 2, and the theo-

retical　 relation　 from　 the　 proposed　 models.

Fig. 9. dF/dω against epicentral distance for intermediate earthquakes Nos. 3, 4 and 5, and the

theoretical relation from the proposed models,
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Fig　 10.　 T/Q　 and　 Q　 against　 epicentral　 distance　 for　 the　 deep-focus　 earthquakes,　 and　 the　 theoretical

relation　 from　 the　 proposed　 models.

Fig.　 11.　 T/Q　 and　 Q　 against　 epicentral　 distance for　 the intermediate　 earthquakes,　 and　 the　 theoretical

relation from the proposed models.
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be　seen　 in　Figs.　 8　and　 9.　 The　 corresponding

theoretical curves of T/Q and Q from the

models are drawn in Figs. 10 and 11 respec-

tively. Fig. 12 shows the Q models

mentioned, in which Model 5 has the same

structure　 as　the　 MM8-Qβ　 model　 of　ANDERSON

et al. (1965) for S waves above 600km, while

Model 14 as the MM8-Qα model for P waves

above 300km. The structure of Models 10 and

11 in the upper mantle lies between Models 5

and 14. Definite Q values between depths

of 1000 and 2500km are rather hard to evalu-

ate. Although a tentative value of 10,000 is

assigned to the above models,　 an alternative

of 6,000 or 12,000 did not make much dif-

ference　 in　 the　 theoretical　 curves.　 The　 Q

distribution in the lower mantle deeper than

2500km has been tentatively given to explain

the rapid drop of dF/dω for distances beyond

80 degrees, on the assumption that this

phenomenon would be a manifestation only of

the attenuation near the core-mantle bounda-

ry. Another possibility is discussed in the

next section.

§5.　 Discussion

(a) Comparison of average Q with previously

evaluated values

The common features of the proposed models

are the low Q values between 100 and 300

increasing gradually in the upper mantle

above 800km, their abrupt increase at depths

around 900km, high values reaching several

thousands or even greater in the lower mantle,

and possible rapid drop of Q towards the core-

mantle boundary. The above models including

those　 similar　 to　MM8-Qα　 and　 MM8-Qβ　 yield　only

small　 differences　 in　 the　 dF/dω ～ Δ　relation,

although the Q's in the upper mantle differ

by　 a　factor　 of　more　 than　 2.　 All　 of　the　 four

models are compatible with our data. It is,

therefore,　 not　 able　 to　determine,　 solely　 from

the obtained results, which of the four models

is the most probable Q structure for P waves.

One estimate of these models might be

obtained from a comparison of the average Q

values in each model with those evaluated

from　 multiply　 reflected　 core　 phases　 such　 as

ScS, sScS and PcP. Table 3 gives the average

Fig.　 12.　 Probable　 Q　 models　 for　 P　 waves.
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Table 3. Average Q values for the proposed models.

Q's　 of　 the　 presented　 models　 for　 the

upper, lower and whole mantle, which are

calculated　 from　 a　 relation

Since　 the　 averages　 for　 the　 lower　 mantle　 and

hence over the whole mantle are considerably

affected by the apparent low Q zone near the

core-mantle boundary, two cases are given:

case 1 includes the zone; and case 2 does not,

assuming high Q values in the lower mantle

to　reach　 its　base.　 The　 former　 case　 is　based

on the assumption that the drop of Q towards

the core-mantle boundary would be due only

to the attenuation effects, while the latter

would correspond to the standpoint that the

apparent low Q results solely from the dif-

fraction of waves around the core.

The previous results that may be compared

with the present case for periods　 from 8 to

33sec　 are　 those　 mainly　 from　 ScS　 and　 its

related　 phases.　 The　 average　 Qβ　 for　 shear

waves　 evaluated　 for　the　 whole　 mantle　 ranges

from　 350　 to　600　 (PRESS,　 1956;　 OTSUKA,　 1963;

ANDERSON　 and KOVACH, 1964; KOVACH and

ANDERSON,　 1964;　 STEINHART　 et　al.,　1964;　 SATO

and　 ESPINOSA,　 1967b),　 and　 that　 for　the　 upper

mantle shallower than 600km has been

estimated　 in　the　 above　 three　 articles　 in　1964

to be from 150 to 200. The corresponding

averages　 for　 longitudinal　 waves　 have　 been

obtained by KANAMORI (1967a, b)　from short

period P, PcP and some other phases. His

results　 show　 the　 probable　 range　 of　average

values in the upper, lower and whole mantle as,

180<Qα'<240,　 1600<Qα"<6000,　 and　 410<Qα

<630.　 Our　 Q　models　 that　 seem　 to　satisfy　 all

of　the　 above　 conditions　 are　 Models　 10　and　 11

in　case　 2.　 However,　 if　an　 allowance　 of　10%

is　made　 to　the　 obtained　 values　 as　 well　 as　to

the　 above-mentioned　 bounds,　 Models　 10,　 11

and 14 in case 1 would also survive. Model

5　and　 TENG'S　 model　 do　 not　 seem　 consistent

with these estimates. Any conclusion may

not be reached from this side for the problems

which model is most probable and whether a

substantial low Q zone exists near the core-

mantle boundary or not.

(b) Effects of the diffraction around the core

The apparent low Q at the base of the

mantle results from a rapid diminution of

amplitudes　 for　 higher　 frequencies.　 It　 has

also been pointed out by GUTENBERG (1960),

SACKS　 (1966)　 and　 TENG　 (1966)　 from　 the　 obser-

vational sides that the amplitudes of shorter-

period waves decay more rapidly than those

with longer-periods near the core-mantle

boundary. The possible explanations for this

phenomenon would be the existence of a low

Q layer, the diffraction of waves around the

core,　 and/or　 the　 effects　 of　a　layered　 velocity

structure near the core-mantle boundary.

GUTENBERG　 (1960)　 attributed　 the　above　 phe-

nomenon　 to　the　 diffraction　 around　 the　 core,

based on a comparison of　his observations

in　the　 time　 domain　 with　 the　 experimental　 re-

sults obtained by RYKUNOV. RYKUNOV (1957)

has　 investigated　 the　 diminution　 of　P　wave　 am-

plitudes　 in　the　 shadow　 zone　 by　using　 ultrasonic

modeling,　 and　 showed　 that　 the　 decrease　 in

amplitudes　 is　faster　 for　 shorter-period　 waves

than　 for　longer　 ones,　 depending　 on　the　rigidity

of　 a　model　 core　 near　 the　 shadow　 boundary.

The periods used in his model, however, do not

cover　 requirements　 of　similarity　 for　diffracted

P　 waves　 observed　 on　 the　 earth's　 surface.

SACKS　 (1966)　 also　 considered　 the　 above

phenomenon　 to　 be　 due　 to　the　 diffraction　 by
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the earth's core, since FRIEDLANDER'S theory

favors his observational results. FRIED-

LANDER (1958) has discussed the diffracted

field of incident plane pulses due to a rigid

sphere, obtaining an approximate expression

for the pressure pulse near the front. From

his expression, SACKS derived theoretical

amplitude-distance curves of P arrivals with

several periods within a range of the shadow

zone, and found a satisfactory agreement

between the theory and observations in the

sense that the amplitude of shorter-period

diffracted waves decreases more rapidly than

for longer waves. It is to be remarked, how-

ever, that FRIEDLANDER'S theory is not valid

near the shadow boundary, so that the de-

crease of dF/dω values beginning from a

distance around 80 degrees would not be ex-

plained by this mechanism.

TENG (1966) came to the conclusion, by

applying NUSSENZVEIG'S theory to his obser-

vations that a low Q region for P waves

appears to exist at the bottom 200km of the

mantle. NUSSENZVEIG (1965) has given a

thorough discussion for the diffraction of a

plane wave by a totally reflecting sphere,

and obtained an approximate expression for

the shift of the shadow boundary, s=1.36

(aVV2/ωω2)1/3 (a: the radius of the sphere, V:

the wave velocity, ω: the circular frequency).

His expression implies that the lower the

frequency is, the apparent radius of the core

becomes large. This would lead to the results

for our case as well as for TENG'S that the

slope of the amplitude spectrum against wave

frequency should increase, at least, in a range

before the geometrical shadow boundary.

This is contrary to the case of the attenuation

for which higher frequency energy decays

faster. NUSSENZVEIG'S expression holds, how-

ever, only under the condition (ka)1/3》1 with

two other restrictions, so that the frequency

would have to be limited to higher than

several cycles/sec in the case of the real earth.

It requires an exact solution to extend his

theory to our results for frequencies from

0.03 to 0.13c/s.

PHINNEY and ALEXANDER (1966) presented

a theory for the diffraction of elastic waves

around the core, developing NUSSENZVEIG'S

results. They have obtained a theoretical

attenuation function for diffracted P waves in

the shadow zone, in which a spherical

geometry and the response of a single-layer

core-mantle boundary are included. Recently,

SHIMAMURA (1967) made a two-dimensional

model experiment by applying ultrasonic

waves (f=1～500kc/s) to a plastic disk (a=

210cm, Vp=2.42km/sec), to investigate the

diffraction effects due to the core on the

amplitudes of direct and diffracted waves

near the shadow boundary. Frequencies

between 7～40kc/s would correspond to our

case, if we take similar values for the scaling

factor ka=40～220. His preliminary results

appear to show that the amplitudes of lower

frequency waves decay from about 80 degrees

in epicentral distance shorter by 20 degrees

than that for the geometrical shadow bounda-

ry.

Although some other theoretical studies,

including those of NAGASE (1956), DUWALO and

JACOBS (1959), KNOPOFF and GILBERT (1961) and

RUBINOW and KELLER (1961), have been made

relating to the diffraction problem, we have,

at the present stage, no complete theory and

model experiment of diffraction for the zone

before the shadow boundary that could fully

account for our results.

It is to be again noted here that the experi-

mental dF/dω ～ Δ curve for the intermediate

earthquake group drops more steeply than

that for the deep-focus earthquake group for

distances beyond 80 degrees, as has been seen

from Figs. 8 and 9. It has also been con-

firmed that this discrepancy does not result

from differences in the analyzed time length

and the frequency range investigated between

the two earthquake groups. The proposed Q

models including a low Q zone near the

core-mantle boundary do not yield such a large

discrepancy between the two earthquake

groups in the corresponding theoretical

curves, as can be seen from a comparison

of the two figures. For distances greater than

80 degrees PcP overlaps on the direct P waves.

The possibility that a layered structure near

the core-mantle boundary might contribute
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to the present problem may be ruled out,

by recent theoretical studies of TENG (1967),

which indicate only a weak frequency-
dependence of the reflection from the layered

boundary, for the case of great incident angles
nearly equal to 90 degrees, within the fre-

quency range now considered.
Another possible explanation for the ob-

served discrepancy may be the diffraction of
waves due to the core before the shadow

boundary, although this effect is not involved

in expression (1). Fig. 13 illustrates two

Fig. 13. Seismic rays to an epicentral distance of

90 degrees, in the case of intermediate and deep-

focus earthquakes. Foci, I:h=120km, D:h=583

km.

seismic rays to a station at a distance of 90

degrees, in the case of the intermediate and

deep-focus earthquakes respectively. The

deepest point of the ray is about 2700km

for the former earthquake, which is shallower

by about 50km than that for the latter. This

difference suggests that P waves from the

deep-focus earthquakes will become subjected

to the diffraction effects from a slightly shorter

epicentral distance, compared to the case of

the intermediate earthquakes.

Since the problem of a frequency-dependence

of the diffraction effects before the shadow

boundary has not yet been fully solved, we

consider three different cases. If the diffrac-

tion is independent of frequency, it should

not give any effects on the dF/dω ～ Δ relation

for the two earthquake groups. If it yields a

greater decrease of amplitudes for higher fre-

quency waves than for lower frequency ones,

the drop of the experimental curve for the
intermediate earthquakes would be less than
that for the deep-focus earthquakes in a dis-

tance range. This is contrary to the observed
trends. If the diffraction causes a greater

decay of lower frequency waves compared

to higher waves, the experimental curve for
the former earthquakes would drop more

greatly than that for the latter earthquakes
in the corresponding range. This seems to
agree, at least qualitatively, with the observed

trends in Figs. 8 and 9. If we adopt the last
interpretation, the Q structure evaluated from

the deep-focus earthquakes would give an
upper bound of possible Q values for depths

deeper than 2700km. The diffraction effects

should be more complicated than was dis-
cussed, particularly towards the geometrical

shadow boundary.

It may be suggested, however, from the
above considerations that there could be a

substantial low Q zone near the core-mantle

boundary, as far as we thus attribute the
observed discrepancy in the experimental

relation between the two earthquake groups
to the effects of the frequency-dependent

diffraction. The general features of our Q

models are consistent with those of TENG'S
model (1966), and of a model (for the case of
a=5km) by KURITA (1966), although the abso-
lute values of their models are considerably

different from those of ours. The possible

existence of a low Q zone might be explained
by the phase change from the solid to liquid

state around the core-mantle boundary. How-
ever, the present conclusion particularly for

the lower mantle was based on a qualitative
discussion and is only tentative. More pre-

cise determinations of the Q-depth relation

await further studies on both theoretical and
experimental sides, for the combined effects

of diffraction around the core and superposi-
tion of PcP and P for distances greater than

70 degress.
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Table　 2.　 List　 of　 stations　 and　 their　 pertinent　 information.
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